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BUSINESS CONTINUITY & EMERGENCY AND CONTINGENCY PLAN 
 

INFORMATION NOTE 
 

"Business Continuity & Emergency and Contingency Plan (BCECP)", in which Ak Yatırım Menkul Değerler 

A.Ş. defined the conditions and methods for fulfilling its obligations against its customers, other 

intermediary institutions, market participants and third persons, and the business flows and measures 

which must be taken for fulfilling all kinds of requests and expectations which might be encountered in 

emergency and contingency situations, has been created and this plan covers Ak Investment Centre / 

Akbank T.A.Ş. (Akbank) Centre & Branches & Departments.  

 

Within the scope of BCECP, all personnel assigned at Ak Investment Centre have been held responsible for 

carrying out operations and transactions related to their departments without interruption. Vice General 

Manager of Financial and Administrative Affairs and Head of the Auditing Group have been held severally 

responsible for the operation of Emergency and Contingency Committee which will be established for the 

implementation of BCECP and ensuring the necessary coordination.  

 

IMPLEMENTATION 

 

In case of an emergency and contingency, to ensure Ak Investment’s business continuity and that its 

activities can be continued without causing any customer & 3rd party damnification, all kinds of financial 

statements and records which are obliged to be kept according to the current regulations are kept with 

back-ups in the electronic environment and all kinds of negotiable instruments kept as printed copies are 

kept in cabinets protected against fire, flood and similar disasters. And to ensure the continuity of 

information processing systems in order for Ak Investment to be able to continue its activities without 

interruption, a back-up of all information processing systems used in Ak Investment Centre are kept at a 

centre determined by Akbank. 

  

Ak Investment Operation Directorate has taken the necessary measures for the protection of negotiable 

instruments and additionally, negotiable instruments are insured every year by the Financial Affairs 

Department to take them under guarantee. In any emergency, computers in the buildings of the Settlement 

and Custody Bank and Central Registry Agency shall be used for fulfilling Settlement obligations as per the 

markets in which the company trades. The screens of the Central Registry Agency shall be used for closing 

share debts, distributing capital increases to beneficiaries and similar transactions; and the screens of the 

Settlement and Custody Bank shall be used for bond, bill and Derivatives Exchange down payment 

depositing and withdrawing and similar transactions. In the case that the customers wish to transfer their 

cash assets, the required assistance shall be provided by Akbank T.A.Ş.  
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The servers used by the Gendeks system which is used by Ak Investment are located in Akbank Sabancı 

Center. In case of a possible disaster in the Sabancı Center location, priority has been given to making 

Gendeks system operable without any data loss so that customers and 3rd persons are not affected, and the 

necessary measures have been taken. Within this scope, relevant departments shall keep "The Critical 

Activities List", "The List of the Servers Used" and "The Server Transitions List"; “The Critical Personnel 

List” who will be working during the interruption; for manual continuation of business operations "The 

Critical Equipment", "The IT Critical Server Equipment and The Voice Recording System Equipment List" 

and "The Technology Department Business Continuity Forms" up to date all the time and take them into 

use in case of need under the coordination of "Emergency and Contingency Committee". During the 

interruption, all Department Managers shall be in contact with The Emergency and Contingency Committee 

and the critical activities which have been determined shall be continued to be fulfilled according to a 

certain order. 

 

Extraordinary Situation Location (E.S.L.) where Ak Investment Personnel will be assigned in case of an 

emergency and contingency, to ensure that customers & 3rd persons are affected from the negativities to a 

minimum extent, is at the address of Akbank Banking Center (ABC) / Gebze.  

 

Ak Investment Agencies 

 

In case of any emergency and contingency to be experienced in Akbank Branches which are Ak Investment 

agencies, such branch shall continue its activities in the closest Akbank Branch. 

 

In order to ensure that our customers are not damnified in case of an emergency and contingency, it is 

essential that first of all, our agency is channeled into the departments of Akbank Call Center, Internet 

Branch and Customer Services. It is among the priority services to take the necessary measures in order to 

prevent the customers from being damnified, and make their cash & securities transfer to the Intermediary 

Institution of their choice, if requested by customers. This matter shall be implemented with priority also if 

a decision is taken not to continue the activity of Ak Investment. 

 

This "Information Note" has been issued with the purpose of providing summary information to each 

customer, having opened an Ak Investment Account, about how business continuity will be ensured in case 

of emergency and contingency situations and what the business steps and implementation procedures will 

be during such process; and it is also published online on Ak Investment's official web site 

www.akyatirim.com. 


